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ABOUT US 
Labtopia (EM2 Management Solutions, Inc. and EM2 Solutions, Inc.) is a woman owned small business. 
The firm is a quality assurance/quality control solutions company based in Houston, TX. Labtopia’s 
certified assessors have a deep understanding of regulatory requirements and serve not only as 
auditors to multiple agencies but also as advisors to hundreds of organizations world-wide. 

Labtopia’s extensive knowledge of quality, regulatory, and operational requirements is incorporated 
into all four of Labtopia’s divisions including quality consulting, staffing, training, and Laboratory 
Information Management System (LIMS) implementation projects. 

SOLUTIONS 

Labtopia works with businesses to improve operational performance by executing quality 
management systems based on ISO, FDA, EPA, and TNI standards and industry best practices. 
Labtopia's highly skilled team of industry experts provides consultative services such as gap 
assessments, auditing, procedure writing, validation, training and process improvements. The 
Labtopia Team members are subject matter experts and have successfully assisted over 400 
organizations with quality management initiatives. Hence, collaboration with Labtopia’s Team 
includes working with industry professionals that are knowledgeable about operations and 
requirements within regulated industries. 

INFORMATIX 

Labtopia Informatix provides our clients with domain expertise in the deployment of systems subject 
to ISO, FDA, EPA, NELAC/TNI compliance. Within Labtopia's Informatix division, our services include 
Project Management support, Requirements Development, Business Process Mapping, Vendor 
Selection, LIMS Configuration and Implementation.  Labtopia LIMS solutions include traditional on-
premise, hosted/subscription LIMS solutions, and customer portals for status updates and report 
delivery. 

STAFFING 

Labtopia’s Staffing division works with businesses to assist in personnel management by offering 
staffing and recruiting services for contract, temporary, temporary to direct and direct hire positions. 
Labtopia’s team has a unique combination of industry know-how and translation of those needs into 
selection of the most qualified candidates. Labtopia Staffing provides an exquisite benefits package to 
temp workers including health insurance, paid time off, and paid holidays. 
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TRAINING 

Labtopia’s Training division provides our clients with fully customizable technical and soft skills 
curricula proven to both improve and empower staff. Our multifaceted approach to continuing 
education helps your staff gain unique skills and consistent performance.  Our trainers have technical 
and scientific backgrounds and understand the issues and challenges faced in your unique 
environment.  Classes offered on-site, online, or in the Labtopia Classroom including: ISO 9001, ISO 
17025, ISO 14001/RC 14001, NELAP, GMP/GLP, GC, HAACP & SQF. 
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